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regarding the review of the "Television without Frontiers" Directive.

 

 

 

Background information.

        The National Broadcasting Council of Latvia (hereafter the Council), as the

regulatory authority in Latvia, undertook to summarise the received information on

the European Commission’s questions and to prepare Latvia's common opinion. The

Council sent the Commission’s questions to the national network TV channels, the

Latvian Broadcasters' Association, Latvian Advertising Association, Consumers'

Rights Protection Centre, Ministry of Culture and the National Film Centre. This

document was accepted in the meeting of the Council and is the official position of

Latvia.

       In the following text, the views of broadcasters and other interested parties appear

first followed by the Council's conclusion. The main attention should be paid to the

conclusion of the Council.

On advertising and sponsorship related questions:

 

1) The definitions of advertising, sponsorship and surreptitious advertising.

 

The Latvian Broadcasting Association and the Latvian Advertising Association

wish to define “advertising spot” as well as “short advertising spot” and “prolonged

advertising spot” in the Directive. The Broadcasting Association considers that new

advertising techniques should not be defined in the Directive, but in national

legislation.

The Council concludes that definition of “advertising spot”, “short advertising spot”

and “prolonged advertising spot” should not be defined in the Directive, because the

Directive is a general document defining basic principles, but gives member states the

right to adopt more detailed and specific rules in their national legislation. In this case

these amendments should be adopted in Latvian Radio and Television Law. The



Council thinks that the definitions of advertising, teleshopping, sponsorship and

surreptitious advertising are sufficient and there are no interpretation problems.

 

2) General provisions of advertising and teleshopping – Article 12 and 16 of the

Directive.

The Latvian Broadcasting Association and Latvian Advertising Association hold

the view that the existing legislation regarding general provisions of advertising and

teleshopping is sufficient and comprehensive.

The Council holds that articles 12 and 16 of the Directive provide adequate

regulation that embraces the general provisions of advertising and teleshopping.  

3) Separation of advertising from other parts of the programme.  

The Latvian Broadcasting Association and National Broadcasting Council think

that a problem of interpretation of Article 10 of the Directive could arise regarding

new advertising techniques, which are not “advertising spots” and are not broadcast in

advertising blocks and there should be some provisions regarding new advertising

(mainly split-screen advertising) in the Directive. These might include the following

rules: 1) moving advertising may only be broadcast at the bottom of the screen; 2)

non-moving advertising may be inserted on the left (or right) side of the screen and

may not occupy more than 25% of the screen; 3) split-screen advertising may not be

broadcast during programmes intended for minors and 4) there should an indication

(before and after the advertisement) that it is an advertisement otherwise the viewers

could be misinformed. 

4) Insertion of advertising and teleshopping between the programmes – Article 11

of the Directive. 

The Latvian Broadcasting Association holds the view that part 5 of Article 11 of the

Directive over-restricts the insertion of advertising and that there is a problem of

interpreting part 2 of Article 10 of the Directive because it is not quite clear what is

meant by “the exception”.



The Council thinks that Article 11 regarding the insertion of advertising between

programmes allows the integrity of the particular programme to be preserved and that

the existing regulation is sufficient. On the other hand, the majority of Latvian cable

television programmes are retransmissions of Russian programmes. As Russia is not a

party either to the Convention on Transfrontier Television or to the TWF Directive,

advertising in these programmes is being inserted every 15 minutes and disturbs the

integrity of a broadcast or a film.

5) Advertising of particular goods and services – Article 14 and 15 of the Directive.

 

The Latvian Broadcasting and Advertising Associations hold the view that in some

countries the prohibition of alcohol advertising in the electronic media yet its

permissibility in the printed media distorts competition and is unfair and there should

be equal business provisions for all media. This is also the case in Latvia where only

the advertising of beer and wine is permitted on radio and television.

The Council notes that the Directive provides for a total ban only on tobacco

products but the advertising of alcoholic beverages is allowed with certain

conditions. The Council agrees that there should be equal marketing provisions for all

the media but this is not the competence of the Directive but a political issue at

national level. The Council thinks that the existing legal provisions concerning

advertising of alcohol and medical products are sufficient and should remain.

6) The question of whether there should be provisions in the Directive for so-called

“Teleshopping channels”?

 

The Council – as there are no pure “teleshopping channels” in Latvia, this question

does not apply. There should, however, be a clear definition of self-promotion

channels, i.e. an informative channel where the broadcaster disseminates information

about its own broadcasts or derivative programmes and that advertising in the amount

determined by the Directive should be allowed in these channels. 

7) Sponsorship provisions



The Latvian Broadcasting Association proposes amending the first part point c of

Article 17 of the Directive with the following text (see the text in bold): „they must

not encourage the purchase or rental of the products or services of the sponsor or a

third party, in particular by making special promotional references of those products

or services without separating it from the broadcast in accordance with the rules

on the separation of advertising”, because the present version could be interpreted

as prohibiting all advertising in sponsored broadcasts.

The Council supports the opinion of the Latvian Broadcasting Association regarding

the above-mentioned. The definition of sponsorship and general standards of

sponsorship in the Directive are provided for in the Latvian Radio and Television Law

and seem to be sufficient.

 

8) The amount of advertising and teleshopping.

 

Latvian Broadcasting Association has a proposal to abolish advertising limitations

leaving the amount of advertising to be determined by the individual broadcasting

organization. The Association is sure that by abolishing advertising amount

restrictions, the air will not be overcrowded with advertisements, because nobody will

watch such programmes and broadcasting organization would be forced to decrease

the amount of advertising.

Latvian Advertisement Association is satisfied with the current regulation of

advertisement and teleshopping amount.

The Council thinks that the existing provisions should remain in the Directive and if

broadcasters are aware that too much advertising loses viewers, then they should have

no problem observing the current advertising amount determined in the Directive.

Liberalization of advertising amount rules should be discussed only if national

regulatory authorities could be sure that broadcasters strictly observe a self-regulation

system or even better, a co-regulation system in every EU country. 

9) Split-screen advertisement.

 



The Latvian Broadcasting Association is of the opinion that there is a need to define

split-screen advertising in the Directive because otherwise a problem of interpretation

of Article 10 of the Directive could arise – how to separate advertising, which is not

an advertisement spot. The Association proposes this be determined according to the

type and form of advertisement – the advertisement indication could be displayed

before or after the advertisement or it could appear as a still in the corner or as a

moving row at the bottom of the still for the duration of the advertisement.

The Latvian Advertisement Association thinks that the existing advertisement

legislation in the Directive allows split-screen advertising, but it would be very useful

to define and provide for this type of advertising in the Directive. The Association

admits that it is important to indicate split-screen advertising to inform he viewer, but

bearing in mind the specific character of this type of advertising, that is why the

advertising amount  rules should not be applied.

The Council agrees that there should be a regulation of split-screen advertising in the

Directive. See answer Nr 3 on split-screen advertising provisions proposals.

10) Interactive advertising.

Latvian Broadcasting Association thinks that there should only be general

provisions relating to advertising in the Directive, for instance, that advertisement

should be separated from other parts of the programme, but because of rapid

technological developments, definitions of each type of advertising that are too

specific should be avoided.

Latvian Advertisement Association has no proposals according to interactive

advertising.

The Council agrees that with technological developments, new advertising

techniques in TV programmes are becoming more topical. One of these new

techniques is interactive advertising. A definition of this type of advertisement

“broadcasting” is vitally important, because television in substance is a linear editorial

product, but interactive advertising is an on demand product. In any case, interactive

advertisement services can only be utilized by those viewers who have got TV sets

with special interactive advertising buttons.

11) Virtual advertising.



Latvian Broadcasting Association has no special proposals concerning virtual

advertising – the only precondition would be indication of advertisement to inform the

viewer.

Latvian Advertisement Association holds the view that there should be a definition

of virtual advertising in the Directive and some of the provisions could be the

following:

1) before and/or after broadcast, the viewer should be informed that virtual

advertising will appear / appeared during the broadcast; 2) the organizer of the event

may not transmit virtual advertising without prior agreement of the broadcasting

rights holder; 3) virtual advertising may be inserted only in the area traditionally used

for advertising – at sports events, virtual advertising could also be inserted on the

pitch, but not during the event when there are players or participants on the pitch; 4)

virtual advertising of prohibited products (tobacco and prescription drugs) is not

allowed.

The Council thinks that definition and provisions on virtual advertising are necessary

in the Directive. The Council can agree to the proposals expressed by the Latvian

Advertising Association on the insertion of virtual advertising. It does stress,

however, the main issue that virtual advertising should be permitted only after

agreement with the rights’ holders. Virtual advertising would be inserted in the

broadcaster’s own production or that of independent producers (after receiving their

approval) and during sports events. The Council would not allow virtual advertising

on moving images and would not allow the insertion of virtual images in programmes

intended for minors. Before and after the broadcast, the viewer must be informed that

during the broadcast virtual images will be/have been inserted – otherwise virtual

advertising could be interpreted as surreptitious advertising.

12)  Problems in utilization of new advertising techniques.

Latvian Broadcasting Association thinks that the definition of new advertising

techniques should not even be left to national legislation, but to the competence of

each broadcasting organization. The Directive should containg just general

advertising provisions – separation of advertising, prohibition of surreptitious

advertising etc.



Latvian Advertisement Association has no comments concerning this question.

The Council holds the view that new advertising forms should be generally defined

in the Directive as well as in national legislation, but these definitions should be as

general and flexible as possible. Rapid advances in technology mean that new

advertising techniques could appear before they have been provided for by

amendments to the Directive. Besides definitions, there should be also some general

provisions on the broadcasting of these types of advertising so that the insertion of

advertising would be as clear as possible to broadcasters.

13) Do you see any problems in utilizing new types of advertising in TV

programmes?

Latvian Broadcasting Association admits that if the technology allows there are no

practical problems in using new types of advertising in TV programmes.

Latvian Advertisement Association has no comments concerning this question.

The Council – as this question concerns only TV broadcasters, the Council has no

comments regarding this question.

European audiovisual production quotas

1) Article 4 of the Directive. Does this Article promote increase of European

audiovisual works?

Latvian Broadcasting Association thinks that the current proportion of European

works should be retained in the Directive. This quota refers to the quality of

programmes and obliges broadcasters to refrain from buying cheap and low quality

programmes made in other continents.

„TV 3 LATVIA” Ltd. (national network broadcasting organization under the

jurisdiction of Latvia, a member of Latvian Broadcasting Association but with a

different opinion from the Association). TV 3 LATVIA thinks that European works

quotas should be deleted in the Directive, because in 1989 when the Directive was

adopted, there was a comparatively small number of TV channels and due to the

uniformity of TV channels and the European Commission’s wish to protect European

production from the dominance of USA production, such quotas could be imposed for



all channels. At the present moment the number of TV channels has trebled and their

variety has obviously grown (for instance, special interest channels – sports, animals,

geography etc.) and such uniform quotas cannot be applied to all TV channels. The

only quotas should be for broadcasters’ own production.

The Council notes the provisions of paragraph 1 of section 18 of the Latvian Radio

and Television Law:

“All broadcasts of visual programmes produced by a broadcasting organisation

(except news, sports events, games, commercials, teletext services and teleshops)

shall be in the following proportions of the total volume of the weekly broadcasting

time:

1) not less than 51 per cent - European audio-visual works;

2) Of the European audio-visual works, not less than 40 per cent - broadcasts

produced in the Latvian language.”

The Council holds the view that the major proportion of broadcasting time devoted to

European audiovisual work should be retained because this will affect programme

quality.

2) Article 6 of the Directive.

Latvian Broadcasting Association and „TV 3 LATVIA” have no practical

problems with the definition of European audiovisual works.

The Council thinks that Article 6 of the Directive gives a complete explanation of

European audiovisual works.

3) Article 5 of the Directive. Does this Article promote increase of works created by

European independent producers?

Latvian Broadcasting Association admits that broadcasting organizations use much

more independent producers’ works and Article 5 of the directive neither promotes

particularly nor prevents the creation of works by European independent producers.

„TV 3 LATVIA” holds the view that the term “independent producer” should be

defined in the Directive, because this terms seems not to be quite clear especially

when speaking about the producer’s sources of financing.



The Council - the10 per cent minimum quota should be retained, because this quota

does not prevent broadcasters from increasing the amount of independent producers’

works in their programmes.

4) The necessity to define “European independent producer” in the Directive.

Latvian Broadcasting Association has no comments concerning this question.

„TV 3 LATVIA” – see answer No 3.

The Council - the definition of an independent producer is given in the Latvian Radio

and Television Law. An independent producer could be also generally defined in the

Directive if it is possible to achieve consensus at European level.   

 

 Protection of minors.

 

1) Article 22 of the Directive.

Latvian Broadcasting Association has no practical problems with legislation in the

sphere of protection of minors.

The Council – paragraph 4 of section 18 of Latvian Radio and Television Law

determines:

“Broadcasting organisations may not distribute programmes and broadcasts with such

content as may be harmful to the normal physical, mental and moral development of

children and adolescents, except in cases when a specific broadcasting time is

designated for such broadcasts (between the hours of 22.00 and 7.00) or technical

blocking devices are used (coding of broadcasts). Such programmes and broadcasts

shall be specially noted both when distributing them and when publishing broadcast

schedule listings (in a programme of broadcasts)”.

In addition, paragraph 5 of section 18 of the Latvian Radio and Television Law also

states: “Between the hours of 7:00 and 22:00, broadcasts containing physical or

psychological violence (in visual or verbal form), bloody or horror scenes, as well as

scenes relating to the use of narcotics, may not be broadcast. The text may not contain

vulgar or rude expressions and must not refer to sexual acts. This provision is not

applicable to cable television if technical blocking devices are used.”



These two paragraphs refer to the protection of minors from programme content that

could be harmful to their normal development. The Council has also adopted a

decision on special marks for programmes containing violence and erotic scenes. On

11 April 2002 the Council approved instructions “On the Protection of Children and

Minors from the Harmful Influence of Violence in Television Broadcasts” and

supervision of this Instruction is carried out by a regulatory commission formed by

the Council. It consists of 6 persons representing the Council, independent experts in

film and psychology as well as the Police. However, this commission evaluates films

and broadcasts after they have been broadcast and it thinks that it would be more

effective to apply marks or pictograms with general information about the specific

film, including age restrictions. In this way TV broadcasters would be fully informed

about the possible content of the film and could choose the appropriate time for

broadcasting. The Cabinet of Ministers (the government) has adopted “Film

distribution regulations”. These provide for the establishment of a National Film

Centre Commission under the supervision of the Ministry of Culture. The main task

of this Commission will be the design of marks for film’s certificates of registration.

In these marks age limitations will be mandatory information.

There is no distinction between programmes, which “might seriously impair” and

programmes which “are likely to impair” development of minors in Latvian Radio

and Television Law.

2) Problems in national legislation concerning indecent texts in the programme.

Latvian Broadcasting Association has no practical problems in this sphere.

The Council - paragraph 5 of section 18 of Latvian Radio and Television Law also

states: “Between the hours of 7:00 and 22:00, broadcasts containing physical or

psychological violence (in visual or verbal form), bloody or horror scenes, as well as

scenes relating to the use of narcotics, may not be distributed. The text may not

contain vulgar or rude expressions and must not refer to sexual acts. This

provision is not applicable to cable television if technical blocking devices are used.”

From June 30 2003 the Council’s Monitoring Centre has started to function and the

Council will be able to control broadcasters programmes’ compliance with section 18

of Latvian Radio and Television Law.



3) Article 2.a of the Directive.

The Council thinks that regulation allowing a country to restrict freedom of reception

and retransmission of other country’s programmes in its territory if a TV programme

coming from another state infringes Article 22 or Article 3.a of the Directive should

be retained, because this Article protects the specific country’s interests.  Paragraph 4

of section 30 of Latvian Radio and Television Law states that “a broadcasting

organisation within the jurisdiction of the Republic of Latvia which has obtained a re-

transmission permit for the re-transmission of a programme the initial distribution of

which does not relate to the jurisdiction of the Member States of the European Union

or the Member States of the European Convention on Transfrontier Television, shall

be liable for the conformity of the content of the re-transmitted programme to the

requirements of this Law.”

Broadcasting of cinematographic works – Article 7 of the Directive.

The Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Latvia and the Latvian National Film

Centre think that the existing regulation in the Directive is sufficient and,  transposed

in the Radio and television Law as paragraph 6 of section 17, it states “In their

programmes, broadcasting organisations may use programmes, films, broadcasts,

stories and other material of other authors, subject to the provisions of the Copyright

Law and international agreements binding on Latvia.

Also section 40 of the Copyright Law concerning utilization rights of works

determines:

“(1) To obtain the right to use a work, it is necessary for the user of the work, for each

type of use and each time it is to be used, to receive the permission of the holder of

the copyright to the use of the work.

(2) The permission of the holder of copyright shall be issued both as a licensing

agreement and as a license.”

The Copyright Law also determines the provisions for the of utilization of specific

works in Licensing Agreements or in the License. Article 7 of the Directive has been



transposed into Latvian national legislation and therefore there are no practical

interpretation problems with Article 7.

The Council agrees with the opinion of the Ministry of Culture and the Latvian

National Film Centre. 

Right of reply.

The Council holds the opinion that the general principle of the right of reply in the

Directive is sufficient and there is no need to adopt more detailed rules at the

European level. In Latvian Radio and Television Law there are the following quite

detailed regulations on the right of reply:   

Section 36. Retraction

(1) Persons about whom false information was given in a broadcast by a broadcasting

organisation may require that the same broadcasting organisation broadcast a

retraction of such information.

(2) An application for the broadcast of a retraction shall be submitted to the

broadcasting organisation or a court in writing, within 14 days after the false

information has been broadcast, and the National Radio and Television Council

informed thereof.

(3) The broadcasting organisation shall examine the application within seven days

from the date of receipt. If the broadcasting organisation lacks sufficient proof that the

broadcast information is true, it shall retract such information without delay.

(4) The retraction shall be broadcast in the name of the broadcasting organisation on

the same programme (broadcast) and at the same broadcasting time as the false

information was given.

(5) If the broadcasting organisation does not agree to broadcast the retraction, it shall

notify the submitter of the application within seven days. The submitter of the

application has the right within 14 days to file a claim in court. If by judgment of a

court an obligation is imposed on the broadcasting organisation to retract the false

information, such shall be done in accordance with Paragraph four of this Section.

Section 37. The Right to Broadcast a Reply



(1) A natural or legal person who is injured by some transmitted information has the

right to reply regardless of whether a retraction is sought. The reply may be a

recorded presentation by the injured person or his or her representative on the

broadcasting organisation or the reading of a statement prepared by such person.

(2) A person wishing to exercise the right to a reply, shall submit a written application

to the broadcasting organisation within 14 days after the distribution of the

information, and inform the National Radio and Television Council thereof. The reply

shall be attached to the application.

(3) A person who contests the information contained in a broadcast has the right to

view or listen to, at the same broadcasting organisation, the fragment of the broadcast

which has injured his or her interests, free of charge, or to receive a copy of the

recording of the broadcast at a charge.

(4) The reply of the injured person shall set out the information given in the broadcast

and provide other information in its stead.

(5) The broadcasting organisation, at the request of the injured person, shall ensure

the recording of the reply.

(6) The broadcasting organisation shall within 14 days broadcast free of charge the

reply prepared by the injured person, on the same programme (broadcast) and at the

same programme (broadcast) time as the mentioned information was transmitted, and,

at the option of the injured person, either read the reply prepared by him or her or

distribute a recording with this reply.

(7) A broadcasting organisation may refuse to broadcast a reply if:

1) the person who was injured by the contested information has no legally justifiable

actual interest in the broadcast of a reply;

2) the reply is unreasonably long; or

3) the reply contains a statement, which is criminally punishable.

(8) The broadcasting organisation shall notify an applicant of a refusal in writing. The

refusal may be appealed to a court within 14 days after its receipt.

Section 38. Civil Liability for Injury



(1) Pursuant to the provisions of The Civil Law and other laws the broadcasting

organisation shall compensate for injuries, including moral injuries, caused to a

natural or legal person by the provision of information in a broadcast that injures the

honour or dignity of a person, if it does not prove that such information corresponds

to the truth.

(2) A broadcasting organisation shall be exempted from the payment of compensation

for injury if the information injuring the honour and dignity of a person is contained

in an announcement made by State and administrative institutions or officials, as well

as when the false information has been distributed on a live broadcast and the

broadcasting organisation did not have the possibility to influence the distribution of

such information.

Section 39. Administrative Liability and Criminal Liability

(1) For the distribution of programmes without a broadcast permit, for non-conformity

of the operations of the broadcasting organisation with the general programme

concept, for non-provision of information required by law or for providing false

information to the National Radio and Television Council, for violations of the

provisions for the production of programmes and keeping of records of the such

programmes, as well as for other violations of this Law, the persons at fault shall be

subject to prosecution in accordance with the Latvian Administrative Violations Code

and the Latvian Criminal Code.

(2) In respect of a violation which has been allowed to occur, the National Radio and

Television Council may issue a warning, prepare an administrative violation report, or

give materials to law enforcement institutions for the bringing of a criminal action.

The role of national regulatory authorities in implementation and supervision of

TWF Directive.

1) Have there been practical problems supervising the Directive?

The Council – Latvia as a candidate country to the European Union started

adoption of the audiovisual acquis in 1999 – namely, transposing the TWF Directive



into Latvian Radio and Television Law. On March 30 2001 Latvia closed the

negotiations chapter “Culture and audiovisual policy”. On May 15 2003 Latvian

Parliament (the Saeima) adopted the final necessary amendments in the Radio and

television Law in relation to the harmonization of Latvian audiovisual legislation with

the acquis, In addition, the National Broadcasting Council of Latvia obtained the legal

power to impose fines on broadcasting organizations for violations of the Radio and

Television Law. As Latvia has adopted the EU audiovisual acquis comparatively

lately, there have been no major practical problems in supervising the norms of the

Directive. The Council considers it important to mention that its Monitoring Centre

began operating on June 30 2003, thereby dealing with the shortcomings set out by

the European Commission in its 2001 and 2002 Regular reports (the need to

strengthen administrative capacity and monitoring). With the help of the Monitoring

Center and the power to impose fines, the Council will be able to supervise

compliance with the Law on Radio and Television more effectively.

2) Is there a need to strengthen cooperation among national regulatory authorities?

If yes - how?

The Council considers strengthening of cooperation between national regulatory

authorities very important primarily through bilateral cooperation and by direct

contact with the regulatory authorities of other countries. Latvia, as one of the three

Baltic States, has close ties with the Lithuanian and Estonian regulatory authorities.

Secondly, in 1998, the Council was the first regulator in the Baltic states to join the

EPRA which unites over 40 regulators in 35 European countries. Membership of

EPRA provides an invaluable forum for the exchange of ideas and facilitates the flow

of information on the development and regulation of electronic media and issues

relating to legislation in the audiovisual field. The European Media Institute is a good

and fruitful collaboration partner of the Council and future conferences and seminars

have been planned with the Institute’s support.

3) Is there a need for a new committee for promotion of cooperation of national

regulatory authorities with an aim to exchange experience on national legislation?

The Council thinks that there is no such need. See the answer to question No.2.  


